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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Problem Statement  
Skateboarding is not a hobby for the faint of heart. It is a treacherous mode of 
transportation. One small stone could lead to a face plant. These dangers are magnified at 
night, when previously visible objects become practical invisible. There is also the issue of 
distracted skating. Just like distracted driving leads to accidents, distracted skating can result 
in similar problems. When a skateboarder is distracted, the safety issues inherent in 
skateboarding are magnified and reaction time slows. 
 
The most perilous time this is when skateboarders are skating while distracted at night. 
Although the simple answer would be to put away the distraction, a skateboarder may need 
to follow map software to get to their destination at night. Unfortunately, this necessity 
makes them especially at-risk. 
 
1.2 Existing Solutions 
Though other companies have tried to solve the problem of nighttime skateboarding, their 
solutions do not adequately illuminate the path nor do they offer navigational aid. Their goal 
is to ornament the skateboard. But, these products trade style for safety.  
 
A much more effective lighting solution is found in Shredlights. These two LED modules 
are affixed to the bottom of a skateboard’s trucks with specialized hardware. This product 
does help illuminate the skateboard’s path but failed to address navigation concerns. 
Additionally, retailing at $50.00 this product is too expensive for the value it provides. 
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The commercial product closest to accomplishing the goals is the Hammerhead by Dragon 
Innovation. This device is shaped like a pair of bike handlebars and fits on the top of a bike. 
Once synched to an app, this device will use a string of LEDs directed towards the bicyclist 
to turn left or right. An especially bright LED lights the path of the bicyclist. However, this 
product is for bikes and not for skateboards. 
 
1.3 Project Objective 
This Senior Design project uses LEDs to provide dual functions to enhance skateboarding 
safety, especially at night. The first product feature illuminates previous unseen obstacles in 
the skateboarder’s path to enable them to maneuver to avoid the obstacle and therefore 
avoid possible accidents. The second product feature gives right and left directional queues 
to assist the skateboarder in nocturnal navigation. The hands free nature of synching with a 
user’s Smartphone app keeps them from being distracted by looking at their Smartphone for 
the next direction queue. 
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Chapter 2 
Project Conceptualization 
2.1 Initial Concepts 
With this purpose in mind, a question was asked, “What steps must be taken to accomplish 
the goal?” Then by asking, “How could you illuminate the path in front of skateboarders?” 
The first choice was to use LEDs because they are very bright and also very energy 
efficient. They have low power consumption but a high luminosity, especially compared to 
conventional lighting solutions. 
 
The first step was to figure out how to install these LEDs. In order to function, LEDs need 
power, thus a power source was required. A rechargeable Lithium-ion Battery was chosen. 
In this case, the LEDs also needed a way to be controlled. A component was needed that 
would take input from a Smartphone and control the LEDs. The best choice to provide this 
functionality was a microcontroller. With this technology at the heart of the device, the 
Smartphone and LEDs could interface wirelessly. 
 
At this stage of conceptualization, the project features and a basic idea of components 
required to make the project happen had been identified, but what it would look like still had 
to be considered. How would this project attach to a skateboard? Lighting closer to the 
ground is a better way to illuminate the skateboarder’s path. At a lower angle, the shadows 
cast by hazards are emphasized and magnified. Thus to achieve this effect and to keep the 
device from being easily kicked by the skateboarder, attaching it to the bottom of the 
skateboard deck made best sense. This could be accomplished in different ways. For 
example, an adhesive could stick the device to the bottom of the board or a harness could 
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strap it in. It was decided that drilling holes in the PCB would take advantage of existing 
hardware on the skateboard. This way, the project could be retrofitted onto any skateboard 
without specialized attachment hardware while achieving optimal security. Knowing that 
skateboarders are inclined to tuning and customizing their hardware, having tools to adjust 
this part of the skateboard is a reasonable assumption.  
	  
 
Figure 1: Conceptual Block Diagram 
Based on the design featured in Figure 1, a Printed Circuit Board (PCB) was designed to 
accept soldered on components. At the heart of the device would sit a Bluetooth enabled 
microcontroller which could receive commands from a Bluetooth enabled Smartphone. 
These commands would tell the microcontroller which LEDs to illuminate and which to turn 
off in order to conserve energy. The PCB would hold the LEDs connected to the 
microcontroller by etched wired. The left and right LEDs would be a different color to 
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distinguish them from the front LEDs. These navigational LEDs would be manipulated by 
the microcontroller according to a Smartphone’s commands. On the front of the project was 
an array of front LEDs. I opted for clear, white, and bright LEDs to provide illumination and 
planned for these lights to illuminate the path directly in front of the skateboarder. These 
LEDs on the board would be distinguished between those intended primarily for navigation. 
Different colors were considered for the navigation lights. For example, inspiration came 
from helicopters and boats, which use green and red lights to distinguish port and starboard. 
But, the other lighting paradigm was inspired by cars, which use yellow lights for turn 
signals. Ultimately, it was decided there was more connection between this device and cars 
versus a boat or helicopter. The idea of turn signals was more intuitive than trying to 
remember does green mean right or left. Thus yellow was the correct choice for these LEDs. 
 
Next was to consider how the LEDs would be operated. It was determined that a 
Smartphone application that could connect to the project via Bluetooth would be ideal. With 
this application, the illumination and navigation LEDs could be toggled wirelessly.  
 
According to application data, such as turn-by-turn directions or notifications, the LEDs 
could be turned on or off. Thus, a skateboarder could use this application and the project to 
navigate a dark city with their Smartphone in their pocket. The application would turn 
navigational LEDs on according to directions and the illumination LEDS would alert the 
skater to road hazards to avoid accidents and improve the skateboarder’s visibility to others 
at night. 
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2.2 Design Constraints 
With a rough idea of the project’s organization, the next step was to consider how it would 
fit onto the bottom of a skateboard. The physical constraint of the skateboard dimensions 
was a primary consideration. This device could not extend beyond the deck size of a 
skateboard. The larger the device was, the more area available to be damaged or impede the 
skateboarder’s ability to maneuver. The more area of the deck the product inhabited would 
be more area likely to be struck or scratched. If it was too big, the device could also impede 
skateboarder movement. But the device also had to be large enough to hold all the necessary 
components. 
 
Where the device went on the board also constrained how much area was available. Under 
the truck area was 6 and 6/8 inches by 8 inches. Location of the placement of the device on 
the board was also a critical constraint because it dictates the amount of area is available for 
the device. This is also the place where damage will be least likely. Placement and weight of 
the device are interconnected. The center of the skateboard’s mass would be a less 
disruptive place to put the device compared to the skateboard’s lip. However, it was 
concluded that the best place to attach the device was between the truck and the wheels. 
This is an area of the skateboard that is least vulnerable to impact and not used in any tricks. 
 
Another design consideration is with the aesthetic value of the bottom of the skateboard’s 
deck. While the top of the deck is occupied by the grip tape and usually does not contain 
any personalization, the bottom deck is a selling point. Skateboarders pay premium dollar 
for intricate and colorful designs on the bottom of the skateboard deck. The designs on the 
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bottom of a skateboard are a major distinguishing feature between brands. Thus if this 
device were too large, it would detract from the value of the bottom of the skateboard deck, 
which is where skateboards have self-expression. The device needed to look “cool” and not 
detract from the skateboard deck style so skateboarders would want to use this product. 
Thus another benefit of placing the project between the trucks is that this area is usually 
understated in skateboard graphics. 
 
Price is also a constraint. If this project were to become a commercially available product, it 
would need to be affordable to be successful. Thus, component cost was a constraint.  
 
A final constraint to the project is that I am a single-person team. I had to extend beyond my 
Electrical Engineering background to fulfill the software and mechanical needs this project 
required. I was designer and secretary for the team, meaning I was in charge of developing 
the project and writing about it. 
 
2.3 Feasibility 
Despite the constraints inherent in a project of this nature, there are several companies with 
existing products that approach, but do not fulfill, every project objective of mine. This 
proves that the design is feasible since products exist and that there is a demand for 
skateboard lighting solutions. The favorable responses I have received from potential 
consumers also prove to me that this product will enhance the skateboarder’s nighttime 
skating experience. I have been asked, “When can I buy one?” 
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I could certainly not have completed this project before attending Santa Clara University. 
With my circuits knowledge from my Electrical Engineering coursework, I was able to 
design the circuits to make the devise work. With my broad Liberal Arts coursework, I was 
able to consider non-engineering components to the project. 
 
Even with all this academic knowledge, I still had new skills I needed to learn to develop 
the project. One primary skill was the art of PCB design. Through helpful manuals and 
tutorials online, I was able to complete the PCB and get it manufactured. 
 
The other new skill involved the art of component acquisition. Once I knew the general 
parts that this project needed to include, I had to narrow down the best component for the 
project from literally millions. 
 
Although I had taken an introductory class for Embedded Design, it was still a challenge to 
program the microcontroller. I had to become very familiar with the design environment and 
the chip architecture itself. Additionally, I had never studied Bluetooth before and had name 
new concepts to learn to achieve the goal.  
 
I terms of product design, I also branched out into the realm of 3D printing. To develop a 
case for this project, I worked with a mechanical engineer to design and print a protective 
case for the PCB. 
 
On the business side of things, I gained firsthand experience in project management and 
professional communication as I interfaced with the project Advisor to complete the project. 
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Chapter 3 
Project Design 
3.1 Part Selection 
3.1.1 LED Selection 
Central to the functionality of this project are LEDs. Thus, it only seemed appropriate to 
investigate these parts first, specifically by investigating automotive LEDs. These LEDs 
provided ample luminosity, but at a very high power cost. Instead, the Betlux Electronics 
LED was selected for the project, shown in Figure 1. In contrast to the complicated solder 
patterns required for the automotive LEDs, the Betlux model was soldered much more 
easily due to its simpler design. With this style of LED there was also no need for a special 
lens to direct the light and this style of LED also required less current to run. It worked with 
a part I was familiar with: the LT3491. 
 
Figure 2: Belux LEDs 
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3.1.2 Microcontroller Selection 
As the control center of this project, the microcontroller selection process demanded finesse. 
The microcontroller needed to connect with Bluetooth to a Smartphone. Not all 
microcontrollers have this functionality, and thus it was one of the first things investigated 
to narrow down the choices. My microcontroller experience was limited and so was my 
time. Ideally, I wanted Arduino style simplicity but with all the functionally the project 
needed. The microcontroller had to have a small footprint in order to fit on the deck of a 
skateboard. 
 
The design solution came in the form of the Open Source Hardware Chip (OSH Chip) seen 
in Figure 2. This 32-bit microcontroller had all the functionality the project needed in a 
convenient hardware footprint. It had built in Bluetooth and could be programmed in a 
programming language I was familiar with, C++. The form factor was an excellent selling 
point. Modeled after a System on Chip style, all of the pins were easily accessible without 
resorting to soldering a separate demo board. 
 
 
 
Figure 3: The OSH Chip 
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3.1.3 LED Driver Selection 
To drive the LEDs, two different solutions were considered. Since the front LEDs consisted 
of multiple LEDs in series, a part had to be identified to drive them and that part was the 
LT3491. This was an efficient way to drive multiple LEDs but this solution did not work 
well for single LEDs. For the left and right LEDs, a MOSFET array, was selected instead. 
As seen in Figure 4, the project used an N-MOS and P-MOS in a special configuration to 
act as a switch. This way, although SWITCH_PWR is high upon device power on, the 
circuit is not complete until the OSH Chip sets the RIGHT_LED or LEFT_LED signal high. 
Only then is the circuit complete and the LED receives power and begins to shine. This 
complementary MOSFET structure also brings the control voltage to a lower voltage 
acceptable to the LEDs. Pull down resistors were included in the MOSFET Array, as seen 
by R3 in Figure 5, to disable the output during reset of the OSH Chip. 
 
 
Figure 4: MOSFET Array Operation
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3.2 Functional Block Diagram 
 
Figure 5:Functional Block Diagram 
Device operation begins when the user hits the ON switch located on the PCB. This 
connects the Lithium-ion battery to the rest of the circuit. Power is filtered through the 
LDO to bring the voltage down to an acceptable level for the OSH Chip. The OSH Chip 
is connected to the various onboard LEDs through the chip’s General Purpose 
Input/Output (GPIO) ports. As illustrated in Table 1, when the GPIO is set high via 
software, only then can an LED receive power and turn on. 
 
Table 1: LED to GPIO Truth	  
table	  
GPIO Port LED 
1 Front LED 
2 Left LED 
3 Right LED 
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3.3 Cost and Manufacturability Concerns 
The scope of this project was to fulfill the project objectives, not to make a commercially 
viable product. Although the Bill of Materials is not extravagant, there are certain parts of 
the design that could be changed to bring cost of manufacturing down and make the 
device more economical for mass production. 
Table 2: Bill of Materials 
 
 
As seen in Table 2, while the OSH Chip has been an excellent choice for this project, it 
might be a poor choice for this project if it was to be manufactured on a large scale. The 
OSH Chip is intended for hobbyist electronics and is an excellent tool for prototyping, 
but its advantages in this sphere make it ill suited for large-scale manufacturing. It is the 
largest part on the PCB other than the Lithium-ion battery and the most expensive part, as 
well. Moreover, there are only around 200 OSH Chips manufactured thus far. 
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For large scale manufacturing, the chip at the core of the OSH Chip, the nRF51822, 
should be used. This would be a better choice for large-scale manufacturing since it is 
produced in large quantities. It would bring the cost down of the product since it is less 
expensive and it would also have a smaller footprint on the board. 
 
The OSH Chip also influenced the choice of battery. In order to access debugging, I had 
to provide a voltage of at least 3.3 Volts. If I were to use the nRF51822 directly, I could 
operate at a lower voltage and use a smaller battery, leading to a less expensive final cost. 
 
By far the most expensive process in the prototype development was the cost of making 
the PCB. This high cost is attributed to the lower quantity of production quantity, and the 
three-day turnaround. If this project were to be manufactured on a large scale, economies 
of scale would be in play by ordering more than 3 boards with a longer lead-time and the 
cost to manufacture would decrease. 
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Chapter 4 
Software Design 
4.1 Software Concept 
The project goal of providing skateboarders with illumination at night could have been 
achieved without software. However, this project would be far less useful to 
skateboarders without the additional functionality provided by software. The 
functionality provided by the programming distinguishes this device from the existing 
products on the market. No other product on the market provides a wireless connectivity 
to a Smartphone for navigation purposes. 
 
Using the Mbed Compiler, the OSH Chip was programmed in C++. In the program, a 
Smartphone is connected using Bluetooth Low Energy and using a UART service to send 
characters back and forth between the project and the Smartphone. Based on the 
characters sent by the user, the OSH Chip will either set the GPIO for an LED high or 
low. This way, the device is controlled via a Smartphone. 
 
Rather than develop an entirely unique application for a Smartphone to demonstrate 
Bluetooth connectivity, the Nordic Semiconductor UART application was utilized for 
iPhone. This provided cost savings since the purchase an iPhone development kit was not 
needed, and it saved time since learning how to program an iPhone was also not needed 
so focus could be on the primary concern, the hardware design. Despite the off the shelf 
nature of this application, it allowed the project to showcase the unique functionality of 
the device. 
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4.2 Software Design 
The program contains two functions, as seen in Figure 6. The main function begins when 
the device is powered on. This function begins by turning on all LEDs before even 
connecting to a Smartphone. This way, the user has access to illumination immediately, 
even if their Smartphone is out of battery. To begin communicating with the Smartphone, 
the device initiates two services: Bluetooth Low Energy and the UART service. Finally, 
the program enters an infinite loop where it waits for the other function to be called. 
 
Figure 6: Program Operation 
 
The other function in the program is called onDataWritten. This function is called when 
data is sent to the OSH Chip via the UART service. The sent data is stored in an array 
called onDataWritten and once the data is safely stored, the program compares the 
character in the array to a list of all the available commands. If the character equals a 
valid command, the OSH Chip sets the GPIO for the corresponding LEDs to high. If a 
command is not recognized, the OSH Chip sets all GPIOs to 0 to turn off the lights. 
Device operation specifics can be seen in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Command Truth Table 
 
Command Left LED Center LEDs Right LED 
L 1 0 0 
C 0 1 0 
R 0 0 1 
1 1 1 0 
2 0 1 1 
a 1 1 1 
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Chapter 5 
Final Project Design 
5.1 Prototype Description 
Figure 7: Completed Prototype with Block Diagram 
 
Once the block diagram was secured and every component necessary to make the 
prototype was identified, it was time to create the PCB. Consideration was given to how 
it was going to mount on the underside of a skateboard. The layout of the lights had to be 
considered. All this lead to the decision that the circuit board needed to be in the shape of 
an inverted V, as seen in Figure 7. I placed the LEDs around the upper side of the 
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inverted V. Three clear LEDs pointing to the front and two cloudy LEDs on the outside 
for navigation. The left and right sides on the long V contain the navigation LEDs. The 
device in operation can be observed in Figure 8. 
 
Figure 8: Project Operation 
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5.2 Block Diagram Operation 
After connecting with the prototype, the user can send a character over the UART. If the 
user sends a ‘1’ this will make the left and front LEDs turn on, as demonstrated in Figure 
9. The character is sent to the OSH Chip via Bluetooth. The OSH Chip interprets the 
character and sets the Left LED and Front LED Array GPIO ports high and the Right 
LED GPIO port low. Once the GPIO is set high, the MOSFET array for the Left LED 
begins conducting and the LT3491’s control bit is set high. Then the Left and Front LEDs 
shine brightly. 
 
 
Figure 9: Block Diagram Demonstration 
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Chapter 6 
Testing 
6.1 Hardware Testing 
To avoid potential damage to the circuitry, the PCB was assembled in phases. Doing so 
allowed verification of proper voltages without a chance of overloading or damaging any 
voltage sensitive components. For example, the OSH Chip functions at a maximum 
voltage of 3.6V. Had the linear regulator not worked correctly, it could have damaged the 
most expensive component. 
 
Voltage rail was the first component installed and tested, referred to in the schematic as 
SWITCH_PWR. The JST connector was soldered to the PCB and polarity was verified. 
The expected voltage range of the battery is set by an attached battery protection 
circuitry. Voltage ranges from 2.9 to 4.2 Volts. From this point, components were 
soldered, one by one onto the PCB. After soldering, the battery was turned on and 
verified the voltage at the part. 
 
6.2 Software Test 
The software was tested systematically. The tests began very simply and became 
increasingly complex. The first round of tests involved learning how to function the OSH 
Chip. Criteria was set like, “Can I upload a program?” and “Can I get the GPIOs to send 
a high signal?” These tests were important groundwork for later applications. Once 
familiar with the process of programming the OSH Chip, branching to off-the-board tests 
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began. If I knew how to change the GPIO to toggle an onboard LED, could I toggle an 
off-board LED as well? Could I program different LED patterns? 
 
Once I had learned how to toggle off-board LEDs, the next step was to experiment with 
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) connectivity. I began by running and modifying BLE test 
programs and connecting to them with the nRF UART application on an iPhone. Since 
the application I used to program the OSH Chip, mbed, had no debugging software, it 
was a struggle to get feedback on how the program was working. However, I was able to 
establish a connection between the OSH Chip and the iPhone and soon after learned how 
to send data back and forth between them. I tested the final program on a breadboard 
before I installed the OSH Chip onto the PCB. Thus, I was able to test functionality 
before the PCB was finished and once I installed the OSH Chip on the PCB, the device 
worked right away. 
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Chapter 7 
Standards and Constraints 
7.1 Risks Associated with the Completion of the Senior Design Project 
There was a risk that the project would not be completed on time due to the size of the 
team. However, reducing the scope and finding a way to build a working prototype in the 
time allotted mitigated this risk. 
 
There were many situations where the project could have failed. For example, there was a 
risk that the navigation section would not work. But the testing was set up to ensure that 
the turn signals would work. 
 
Also, the PCB production had a three-day turnaround due to the accelerated development 
of the timeline, which lead to a risk of the PCBs having an error or being rendered 
dysfunctional and there might not have been time to do a second revision. 
 
Even when the project was successfully assembled and functioning, there was the risk of 
breaking it. It was tested at night a video was made demonstrating its potential for the 
Senior Design Conference. If a backup was not ready, I might have demonstrated a 
broken project to the judges. 
 
7.2 Civic Engagement 
Although bicyclists must use a light at night to see and be seen, skateboard visibility is 
not enforced. California Vehicle law states that a “bicycle operated during darkness” 
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shall be equipped with a “lamp emitting a white light that, while the bicycle is in motion, 
illuminates the highway, sidewalk, or bikeway in front of the bicyclist and is visible from 
a distance of 300 feet in front and from the sides of the bicycle.” 1 In a recent Masters 
Thesis published in 2013, out of a sample size of 315 people, only 3% reported always 
using lights or reflectors when skateboarding.2 Clearly people are not recognizing the 
importance of skateboarder visibility in darkness. I think the California government 
should be the first in the nation to enforce skateboard light safety. 
 
7.3 Sustainability Discussion 
This project is actually very draining on the environment. The product will be functional 
for many years after the consumer buys it. The product is customizable so if an LED 
were to run the course of its life, a creative user could likely solder a replacement 
extending the lifecycle of the product. However, this project is a product of its time and at 
some point in the future it will be considered obsolete. Encouragement the user to dispose 
of the e-waste properly should be emphasized. Even if it is disposed of properly, this 
product will likely burden the environment. 
 
Positively for sustainability, more skateboards at night means fewer cards on the road and 
less pollution. If less people go to the emergency room because they can see in the dark, 
then burdens on the emergency room will be less. 
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7.4 Ethical Implications 
Even though this project is intended to help people, it was examined through the view of 
an ethicist, as well as an engineer. Working alone, I reflected on my actions to be sure 
that I exhibited behaviors I would like others to exhibit as well. I held my actions and 
product up to people I respect to be sure I was acting ethically. I lacked the checks and 
balances of a team. While I might believe that I am creating the greatest amount of good 
with my actions, my actions could lead to an unjust outcome. I worked closely with the 
project Advisor to be sure that I did not lose sight of the forest for the trees. Therefore, I 
made special consideration that I do not act unethically. 
 
I must educate the user and appeal for them to operate the project with safety in mind. If I 
were to manufacture this project, it would include a safety manual in the product 
packaging to instruct the user on how to stay safe while operating my device. Warning 
stickers would be put on the product near the power switch so before the user could turn 
on the device, he or she would be reminded of the risks this project mitigates and those it 
cannot completely eliminate. 
 
7.5 Safety 
Even a device benign in intent could endanger the user if used improperly. There is an 
obligation to instruct the user how to properly operate the device and what risks are 
present when the devise is operated properly. Like beer manufacturers, I would 
encourage the users to “skate responsibly.” If the user knows how the product is operated 
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safely and the consequences of misusing it but chooses to act irresponsibly, then the 
responsibility transfers to them.  
 
One thing to consider, however, is if this project will encourage people to take risks that 
they might otherwise not have. While there is an assumption of risk in the act of 
skateboarding, it must be emphasized that while this product reduces some of the risks of 
skateboarding in the dark, it does not remove them entirely. This project is intended to 
provide safely to users, but in response to this they might take more unsafe actions. This 
invention might light the user’s path, but fail to illuminate some other danger where the 
user is skating. To counter this, it must be stressed to the user that they may not take any 
risks while using the product that they would not otherwise take. This is not a substitute 
for skating in the sunshine in which people can still be at risk for injury. 
 
The flipside of the increased safety of this device is the increased chance that the user 
may feel cavalier and go skating at night even if their skills might not be at a safe level to 
do so. People must be cautioned to always skateboard safely. The benefits outweigh the 
risks since it will help prevent injuries due to hazards or automotive collisions. 
 
7.6 Social Possibilities 
If this project goes to market, the social implications are that a large segment of the 
people who use skateboarding as a mode of transportation will have increased 
illumination and visibility at night. It will improve the skating experience at night and 
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provide safety for those that use it, but unintentionally, it may create more accidents if 
more people skate at night. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions 
8.1 Analysis of Performance to Criteria 
Project expectations were established with the project Advisor. The four criteria included 
providing a demo program specified and tested, completing the Senior Design Thesis, a 
PowerPoint presentation for Senior Design Judges on May 12, 2016 and have a working 
prototype with plan going forward. Of these four criteria, I have completed them all 
pending acceptance of the Senior Design Thesis. 
 
During the Design Review presentation in Fall Quarter 2015, I presented that I want this 
project to provide nocturnal illumination for skateboarders from 300 feet in front of the 
skateboarder. I tested the project on family members standing outside at 10 o’clock at 
night and they said they could see the light from up to 350 feet away. This meets the 
California State safety regulation for cyclists previously mentioned. 
 
8.2 Future Product Development 
8.2.1 Hardware Development 
In the future, if this device were to become a large-scale manufactured product, the cost 
could come down by changing a few components. The microcontroller and the battery are 
the two most expensive parts in the Bill of Materials, but by changing the 
microcontroller, the battery would change as well. If a suitable replacement could be 
found to these two parts the PCB layout would change and the cost would certainly drop. 
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In terms of future hardware features, there is much more to consider, as well. The 
Lithium-ion battery is rechargeable, but must be removed from the prototype to be 
charged. With more time, a charging circuit on the device itself could be installed and 
investigations into systems to remove the battery charging entirely could be considered. 
The project could be designed to harvest kinetic energy from the wheels while in motion, 
and this project would become even more ecologically and human interface friendly since 
it would not need to be charged. 
 
8.2.2 Software Development 
With the hardware developed, an experiences software engineer could make an amazing 
application with the project. An application connected to the project via Bluetooth could 
provide turn-by-turn directions, notifications, or voice control of the LEDs. A more 
robust application would help magnify this project’s worth as a consumer product beyond 
the realm of pure safety to become an object of a skateboarder’s self-expression. 
 
8.2.3 Product Design 
Although this project fulfills all project objectives, there is still more to accomplish to 
ensure it would succeed as a consumer product. One of the primary considerations is 
making the project rugged enough to sustain potential damage that could occur while 
skating. In the future, collaboration with experienced mechanical engineers to modify the 
PCB design to sustain such damage. Another way the device could be protected is with a 
case to shield the PCB from foreign objects. Such a case would also ideally be waterproof 
since the project is low to the ground and it if got wet might cease to function. 
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Appendix A Part Specification (Components) 
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MIC5205 
150mA Low-Noise LDO Regulator 
 
 
 
Xxxxx is a trademark of Micrel, Inc 
Xxxxx is a registered trademark of Micrel, Inc.   
Micrel Inc. • 2180 Fortune Drive • San Jose, CA 95131 • USA • tel +1 (408) 944-0800 • fax + 1 (408) 474-1000 • http://www.micrel.com 
February 2006 
 
M9999-020806 
(408) 955-1690 
 
 
 
General Description   
The MIC5205 is an efficient linear voltage regulator with 
ultra low-noise output, very low dropout voltage (typically 
17mV at light loads and 165mV at 150mA), and very low 
ground current (600⎧A at 100mA output). The MIC5205 
offers better than 1% initial accuracy. 
Designed especially for hand-held, battery-powered 
devices, the MIC5205 includes a CMOS or TTL compatible 
enable/shutdown control input. When shut down, power 
consumption drops nearly to zero. Regulator ground 
current increases only slightly in dropout, further 
prolonging battery life. 
Key MIC5205 features include a reference bypass pin to 
improve its already excellent low-noise performance, 
reversed-battery protection, current limiting, and 
overtemperature shutdown. 
The MIC5205 is available in fixed and adjustable output 
voltage versions in a small SOT-23-5 package. 
For low-dropout regulators that are stable with ceramic 
output capacitors, see the µCap MIC5245/6/7 family. 
Data sheets and support documentation can be found on 
Micrel’s web site at www.micrel.com. 
Features 
• Ultra-low-noise output 
• High output voltage accuracy 
• Guaranteed 150mA output 
• Low quiescent current 
• Low dropout voltage 
• Extremely tight load and line regulation 
• Very low temperature coefficient 
• Current and thermal limiting 
• Reverse-battery protection 
• “Zero” off-mode current 
• Logic-controlled electronic enable 
 
Applications 
• Cellular telephones 
• Laptop, notebook, and palmtop computers 
• Battery-powered equipment 
• PCMCIA VCC and VPP regulation/switching 
• Consumer/personal electronics 
• SMPS post-regulator/dc-to-dc modules 
• High-efficiency linear power supplies 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Typical Application 
 
Ultra-Low-Noise Regulator Application 
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1
LT3491
3491fa
■ Cellular Phones
■ PDAs, Handheld Computers
■ Digital Cameras
■ MP3 Players
■ GPS Receivers
Li-Ion Driver for Four White LEDs
White LED Driver with
Integrated Schottky in SC70
and 2mm ! 2mm DFN
■ Drives Up to Six White LEDs from a 3V Supply
■ High Side Sense Allows “One Wire Current Source”
■ Internal Schottky Diode
■ One Pin Dimming and Shutdown
■ 27V Open LED Protection
■ 2.3MHz Switching Frequency
■ ±5% Reference Accuracy
■ VIN Range: 2.5V to 12V
■ Requires Only 1µF Output Capacitor
■ Wide 300:1 True Color PWMTM Dimming Range
■ 8-Lead SC70 Package
■ Low Profile 6-Lead DFN Package
(2mm ! 2mm ! 0.75mm)
Efficiency
FEATURES DESCRIPTIO
U
APPLICATIO  S
U
TYPICAL APPLICATIO
U
CTRL
VIN
L1
10µH
VIN
3V TO 5V
RSENSE
10Ω
3491 TA01a
LT3491
SHUTDOWN AND
DIMMING CONTROL
SW
CAP
LED
GND C2
1µFC1
1µF
C1: TAIYO YUDEN LMK212BJ105MD
C2: TAIYO YUDEN GMK316BJ105ML
L1: MURATA LQH32CN100
The LT®3491 is a fixed frequency step-up DC/DC converter
specifically designed to drive up to six white LEDs in series
from a Li-Ion cell. Series connection of the LEDs provides
identical LED currents resulting in uniform brightness and
eliminating the need for ballast resistors. The device
features a unique high side LED current sense that enables
the part to function as a “one wire current source;” one
side of the LED string can be returned to ground anywhere,
allowing a simpler one wire LED connection. Traditional
LED drivers use a grounded resistor to sense LED current,
requiring a 2-wire connection to the LED string.
The 2.3MHz switching frequency allows the use of tiny
inductors and capacitors. A single pin performs both
shutdown and accurate LED dimming control. Few exter-
nal components are needed: open-LED protection and the
Schottky diode are all contained inside the tiny SC70 and
2mm ! 2mm DFN packages. With such a high level of
integration, the LT3491 provides a high efficiency LED
driver solution in the smallest of spaces.
LED CURRENT (mA)
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VIN = 3.6V
4 LEDs
, LTC, LT and LTM are registered trademarks of Linear Technology Corporation. 
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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Appendix B Part Schematic and Layout 
Schematic Page 1 
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Schematic Page 2 
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Appendix C Code for Software Components 
 
 /* Adapted from BLE_LoopbackUART 
*  mbed Microcontroller Library 
 * Copyright (c) 2006-2013 ARM Limited 
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); 
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. 
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at 
 * 
 *     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software 
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or 
implied. 
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and 
 * limitations under the License. 
*/ 
 
#include "mbed.h" 
#include "ble/BLE.h" 
 
#include "ble/services/UARTService.h" 
 
BLEDevice  ble; 
 
UARTService *uartServicePtr; 
 
DigitalOut rightLED(P0_16); 
DigitalOut centerLED(P0_20); 
DigitalOut leftLED(P0_18); 
 
 
uint8_t DatatoSend[1000]; 
 
 
 
void disconnectionCallback(const Gap::DisconnectionCallbackParams_t *params) 
{ 
ble.startAdvertising(); 
 
} 
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void ConnectionCallback(const Gap::ConnectionCallbackParams_t *params) 
{    
    ble.startAdvertising(); 
} 
 
void onDataWritten(const GattWriteCallbackParams *params) 
{ 
 
    if ((uartServicePtr != NULL) && (params->handle == uartServicePtr-
>getTXCharacteristicHandle())) { 
 
uint16_t bytesRead = params->len; 
            
        for(int j=0;j<bytesRead;j++) 
        { 
            DatatoSend[j]=(uint8_t)(*((params->data)+j)); 
        } 
        wait(1); 
 
 
        if(DatatoSend[0] == (uint8_t)0x6c){ 
           rightLED = 0; 
            centerLED = 0; 
            leftLED = 1;  
        } else if (DatatoSend[0] == (uint8_t)0x63) { 
            rightLED = 0; 
            centerLED = 1; 
            leftLED = 0; 
        }else if (DatatoSend[0] == (uint8_t)0x72) { 
            rightLED = 1; 
            centerLED = 0; 
            leftLED = 0; 
        }else if (DatatoSend[0] == (uint8_t)0x61) { 
            rightLED = 1; 
            centerLED = 1; 
            leftLED = 1; 
        }else if (DatatoSend[0] == (uint8_t)0x31) { 
            rightLED = 1; 
            centerLED = 1; 
            leftLED = 0; 
        }else if (DatatoSend[0] == (uint8_t)0x32) { 
            rightLED = 0; 
            centerLED = 1; 
            leftLED = 1; 
        }else { 
            rightLED = 0; 
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            centerLED = 0; 
            leftLED = 0; 
        } 
 
ble.updateCharacteristicValue(uartServicePtr->getRXCharacteristicHandle(), 
DatatoSend, bytesRead); 
         
    }             
     
} 
int main(void) 
{ 
 
    rightLED = 1; 
    centerLED = 1; 
    leftLED = 1;  
 
    ble.init(); 
    ble.onDisconnection(disconnectionCallback); 
    ble.onConnection(ConnectionCallback); 
    ble.onDataWritten(onDataWritten); 
 
/* setup advertising */ 
    
ble.accumulateAdvertisingPayload(GapAdvertisingData::BREDR_NOT_SUPPORTED); 
    
ble.setAdvertisingType(GapAdvertisingParams::ADV_CONNECTABLE_UNDIRECTE
D); 
 
ble.accumulateAdvertisingPayload(GapAdvertisingData::SHORTENED_LOCAL_NAM
E,	  (const uint8_t *)"BLE UART", sizeof("BLE UART") - 1); 
 
ble.accumulateAdvertisingPayload(GapAdvertisingData::COMPLETE_LIST_128BIT_S
ERVICE_IDS,	  (const uint8_t *)UARTServiceUUID_reversed, 
sizeof(UARTServiceUUID_reversed)); 
 
ble.setAdvertisingInterval(1000); /* 1000ms; in multiples of 0.625ms. */ 
    ble.startAdvertising(); 
 
    UARTService uartService(ble); 
    uartServicePtr = &uartService; 
 
    while (true) { 
        ble.waitForEvent(); 
    } 
} 
